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Houses can be made of wood, as they were in the past – or of concrete,
as they are today. To build for tomorrow, the two building methods are
being combined: These hybrid structures, which contain both wood and
concrete elements, are becoming increasingly popular in contemporary
architecture.

In the context of the National Resource Programme "Resource Wood"
(NRP 66), Swiss researchers have now developed an even more radical
approach to combining wood and concrete. They are fabricating a load-
bearing concrete which itself consists largely of wood. In many blends,
the volume fraction of the wood is over 50 percent.
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Cement-bonded wood products have been around for more than a
hundred years. Yet previously, they were used only for non-load-bearing
purposes, such as insulation. Daia Zwicky, head of the Institute for
Building and Environmental Technologies at the School of Engineering
and Architecture of Fribourg, wondered whether it wasn't time for a
more ambitious use of wood-based concrete.

Floating concrete

Together with his team, Zwicky experimented with the content and
granularity of the wood as well as diverse additives and subsequently
subjected the various blends to rigorous tests. The main difference from
classical concrete is that the gravel and sand content is replaced with
finely ground wood. In other words, sawdust rather than small stones is
mixed in with the cement. Thanks to the high wood content, the new 
building materials show good flame retardance and act as thermal
insulation. "They weigh at most half of what normal concrete weighs –
the lightest of them even float!" says Zwicky. Moreover, as the materials
are based largely on renewable resources, after dismantling they can be
reused as a source of heat and electricity. The wood content can be burnt
in waste incineration, although for everyday use it conforms to fire
protection standards.

Initial 1:1 stress tests show that the new wood-based concrete is also
suitable for slab and wall elements and can provide a load-bearing
function in construction. The process is also suited to prefabricated
units. In this context, in particular, the Fribourg group would like to
deepen their expertise through a broader range of tests. The researchers
want to find out which wood-concrete composite is best for which
applications, and how it can be produced efficiently.

"It will take several years before we see the first buildings in which
lightweight concrete containing wood plays an integral role in the
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construction," says Zwicky. "The level of knowledge required for
widespread application is still too limited."
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